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The cuddles of Koala Babycare never end, that’s why 
after taking care of your baby’s rest during pregnancy, 
breastfeeding and sleep, we thought that the next step 
would be to be with you in your first walks, reali-zing our 
Koala Cuddle Band!

Koala Cuddle Band is the baby carrier that thanks to its 
handy use will soon become the your best friend, helping 
you to enjoy long walks wi-thout overloading your body 
or affecting in any way the comfort of your back thanks 
to the ergonomic backrest and breathable.

Did you know that the physical contact that you can get 
with babywearing is useful above all to transmit to your 
child safety and love, develo-ping his cognitive abilities 
and strengthening his immune system? 

Subscribe to our community to receive useful articles to 
know all the benefits of babywearing and much more.

What Koala Cuddle Band Is 
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First of all, we suggest you to open your baby wrap 
and wear it like a t-shirt. Once worn, you will need 
to correctly adjust the backrest, ac-cording to your 
size and height.

You will then find two rings per side that will help 
you to adjust the width of the band, in this way you 
can manage its size according to your size and your 
baby’s size.

You will also find a support band that will be useful  
to support the bottom and the back of your baby.  
We thought it would be useful to have a pocket in 
which to put small items that you and your baby 
might use when you go out for a stroll. That way, 
you can keep all your must haves at hand (but be 
careful not to include any objects that will press on 
the baby’s back!)

Below I leave you some pictures that will show you 
these simple steps, so you can immediately start 
using your Koala Cuddle Band.

Watch our tutorial by clicking on this link:

https://youtu.be/Djo7xrugboI

How To Use
Koala Cuddle Band

https://youtu.be/Djo7xrugboI
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In order to wear your new Koala Cuddle Band correctly, 
you can follow the easy instructions below. 

1. Hold Koala Cuddle Band with both hands, holding the 
two bands on both sides of the logo. You will see three 
holes: the lateral ones (L, R), that are supposed to be 
used for your arms, while the central one is supposed to 
be used for your head (H). Put Koala Cuddle Band on, 
just as you would do with a t-shirt.

2. Once you have the band on, grab the back of the 
band where the Koala Babycare logo is. Slide the back 
of the band down, until it is positioned on your half-back. 
At the same time, settle the frontal bands in order to 
cross them on your chest (and not on your neck).

Getting started!
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Band adjusting
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In order to wear the band in the correct way, please 
follow these easy instructions.

The tension of the band that wraps the baby can be 
fixed by holding the piece of cloth that comes out of the 
rings, in the three following ways:

1) Holding its upper part, 
the band will spread out in 
the upper part;

2) Holding its central part, 
the band will spread out in 
the central part;

3) Holding its lower part, the 
band will spread out in the 
lower part.
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We suggest to use Koala Cuddle Band 
from the first weeks of life of your baby, 

because this will make his transition from 
the mother’s belly to her breast 

as easy as possible.

This proximity is good for the baby who 
for this first period depends entirely 

on the mother.

The baby will then prefer the curled up 
position with his legs bent, which is also 

repeated in the use of the band.

It is very important at this stage to 
always keep his legs bent, they will 

in fact make a M.
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1) Use your right hand to 
keep the baby turned to 
you. Use your left hand 
to grab the band on 
your left shoulder and 
distance it from your 
body. Make your baby 
right leg and arm slip 
below the band. Stretch 
the cloth on your baby’s 
back and bottom. 

2) Use your left hand to 
keep the baby still. Use 
your right hand to grab 
the band on your right 
shoulder and distance 
it from your body. Make 
your baby left leg and 
arm slip below the band. 
Stretch the cloth on your 
baby’s back and bottom.

Heart to heart
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3)  Make sure that both 
bands are correctly 
widened on your baby’s 
back and bottom. Make 
sure that the cloth is 
supporting your baby’s 
knees on their back and 
that he/she is in seated 
position.

4) Grab the support 
band and wrap it around 
your baby’s back 
carefully.

Heart to heart
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5) Turn the support 
band around your waist 
and tie the ends in front 
of you carefully. 

6) If you have correctly 
positioned the band, 
your baby’s face 
should be over the 
cloth and free from any 
obstructions. Make sure 
that both the bands are 
well widened on the 
back and on the bottom 
of your baby. In case 
the baby needs more 
support to his / her 
head, just move one of 
the bands that are on 
the shoulder 
to the baby’s head.

Heart to heart
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When you are not using Koala Cuddle Band you can 
store it in its handy fabric bag, this will help you to have 

it always at hand because it ma-kes it compact and 
suitable for any bag or backpack.

HOW TO WASH KOALA CUDDLE BAND

You can wash your Koala Cuddle Band by putting it in 
the washing machine at 30° with garments of similar 
colors.
Koala Babycare recommends that you do not bleach, 
do not iron, do not dry clean and do not tumble dry.

HOW KOALA CUDDLE BAND IS MADE

The wearable band and the support band are made of 
65% Polyester - 30% Cotton - 5% Spandex (only in one 
direction, so the fabric does not loosen).
The ergonomic and breathable backrest is made of 
100% polyester.
This composition allows the band to last longer over 
time without loose-ning after use.
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Register to our community, you will get 
up to 20% discount to use for 

purchasing Koala Babycare products!
 

What are you waiting for?

https://koalababycare.com/koala-family

https://koalababycare.com/en/koala-family


Once again, thank you for your trust!

I hope this little manual was useful to you.

Before saying goodbye I would like to ask you a little 
favor: as you can see we are putting our hearts in this 

project.

The only way we have to let all the new dads and new 
moms know about the how much effort we are putting 
in our work and about the quality of our products, is the 

reviews in Amazon.

I do not know if you have ever left a product review on
Amazon, but it will only take you 2 minutes.

These 2 minutes would mean the world to me and 
would also help many peo-ple to choose

of the best pillow for themselves and for their babies.

You can leave a review through the following steps:

1) Enter the section “Account” and “Your Orders”

2) Next to your Koala Babycare item you will find the 
button “Write a product review”

If you decide to leave a review, I’ll be forever grateful.

I wish you all the best for your baby!

Best wishes,
Giacomo

Koala Babycare




